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Provide software quality,
performance, and availability
Provide software quality,
performance, and availability

It is essential for companies to ensure the integrity of software that supports
and automates enterprise business processes. The SAP® Quality Center
application by HP increases testing speed, efficiency, and accuracy; lowers
costs; helps your organization’s software live up to expectations; and helps
bring critical functionality to the market more quickly.

For most IT organizations, application quality
testing is a top priority. Ensuring quality in today’s complex environment requires sophisticated technology coupled with an advanced
implementation methodology. To maximize
application performance and quality, organizations need a disciplined approach to
testing. You need tools that help organize
activities, automate where possible, store
and track results on a single software platform, and diagnose problems early.

SAP Quality Center enables accurate, comprehensive testing. It reduces the risk and uncertainty of upgrading and implementing new
software by providing a consistent, repeatable process for gathering requirements,
planning and scheduling tests, analyzing results, managing defects, and creating consolidated reports. With sophisticated tools to
automate repetitive testing processes, you
can eliminate time-consuming, error-prone
manual tracking, and IT can meet tight
deployment deadlines while performing
thorough quality testing.
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Help ensure your new software
delivers on its promise
Help ensure your new software
delivers on its promise
Manage requirements
Schedule and run tests
Manage defects

SAP Quality Center enables efficient communication and collaboration among IT teams.
Whether you are coordinating disparate quality assurance groups or working with a large,
centralized quality center of excellence (CoE),
you can rely on the application to provide fast
access to information across geographical
and organizational boundaries.

A single Web-based interface facilitates
essential quality management activities:
requirements management, test planning,
test scheduling, test execution, defects
management, and project analyses.

Generate reports
Manage manual testing
Choose from two versions
to best suit your needs
Discover the enterprise edition
Discover the premier edition

It’s all about keeping customers happy – verify application
readiness through centralized requirements and reporting.
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Manage requirements
Help ensure your new software
delivers on its promise
Manage requirements
Schedule and run tests
Manage defects
Generate reports

With requirements-based testing you can
keep testing processes on track and define
test requirements. You can measure new applications against specific business needs
and be confident that quality testing goals are
in line with corporate strategy. SAP Quality
Center compares test cases to the functional
requirements of the deployed application to
help ensure traceability throughout the
testing process.

You know your customers.
SAP knows testing. Let’s
get together.

Manage manual testing
Choose from two versions
to best suit your needs
Discover the enterprise edition
Discover the premier edition
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Schedule and run tests
Help ensure your new software
delivers on its promise
Manage requirements
Schedule and run tests

Once scheduled, tests can run unattended –
at night or during times when IT resources
are in least demand. With business process
testing functionality, teams can emulate reallife business activities and maintain and
reuse tests.

Manage defects
Generate reports
Manage manual testing

Let SAP Quality Center
handle the testing while
you focus on what needs
to be tested.

Choose from two versions
to best suit your needs
Discover the enterprise edition
Discover the premier edition
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Manage defects
Help ensure your new software
delivers on its promise
Manage requirements
Schedule and run tests
Manage defects

Managers can assess application readiness
and perform activities across the defect lifecycle – from detecting and analyzing problems to assigning resources and making and
verifying fixes. Before new defects are reported, SAP Quality Center checks the database
for similar defects, eliminating the need for
manual checking.

Generate reports

Know what’s going to happen –
SAP Quality Center lets you see
the effect a change might have
on an application before
implementation.

Manage manual testing
Choose from two versions
to best suit your needs
Discover the enterprise edition
Discover the premier edition
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Generate reports
Help ensure your new software
delivers on its promise
Manage requirements
Schedule and run tests
Manage defects

The testing process generates tremendous
amounts of data. Cross-project reporting and
dashboards and customizable graphs and reports enable users to analyze this data, and to
make information continuously available to
other business users from the central repository. This helps executives and managers make
up-to-the-minute decisions on application
status and team productivity.

Generate reports
Manage manual testing
Choose from two versions
to best suit your needs
Discover the enterprise edition
Discover the premier edition

There’s insight in data – if you know how to get it.
Let SAP help you see the data in the format your
teams need.
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Manage manual testing
Help ensure your new software
delivers on its promise
Manage requirements
Schedule and run tests

In addition to automating testing processes,
SAP Quality Center allows you to manage
manual application testing. The screen and
test annotation tools within the application
under test (AUT) environment let QA engineers communicate defects to developers
with visual tools.

Engineers can test steps that need to be executed, save time by inserting data into the
AUT environment, and test multiple environments with mirror testing functionality.

Manage defects
Generate reports
Manage manual testing
Choose from two versions
to best suit your needs
Discover the enterprise edition

Visual communication tools enable
engineers and developers to remain
up-to-date and on the same page.

Discover the premier edition
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Choose from two versions
to best suit your needs
Help ensure your new software
delivers on its promise
Manage requirements

SAP Quality Center is available in two versions: the enterprise edition, ideal for many
midsize and large organizations, and the
premier edition, designed to integrate with
a global quality or CoE environment.

Schedule and run tests
Manage defects
Generate reports
Manage manual testing
Choose from two versions
to best suit your needs

It’s good to have
options since one size
doesn’t always fit
everyone.

Discover the enterprise edition
Discover the premier edition
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Discover the enterprise edition
Help ensure your new software
delivers on its promise
Manage requirements
Schedule and run tests
Manage defects
Generate reports
Manage manual testing

The enterprise edition is a good fit for QA organizations managing small to medium application releases. It brings structure to the testing process. For example, business analysts
can define application requirements and testing objectives based on the organization’s priorities. QA managers can prioritize efforts
based on business risk. Test and project leaders can design and develop test plans and
cases. Automation engineers can store
scripts and assets in the repository in SAP
Quality Center.

QA testers can run manual and automated
tests, report results, and enter defects. Analysts can manage multiple versions of tests
and test assets while maintaining data integrity. Developers can review and correct defects logged into the database in SAP Quality
Center. Finally, project managers can review
quality metrics and decide whether an application is ready for release.

Choose from two versions
to best suit your needs
Discover the enterprise edition
Discover the premier edition
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Discover the premier edition
Help ensure your new software
delivers on its promise
Manage requirements
Schedule and run tests
Manage defects
Generate reports
Manage manual testing
Choose from two versions
to best suit your needs

Designed for the needs of larger organizations that manage releases spanning hundreds of applications, the premier edition is
ideal for companies looking to create or improve a quality center of excellence. It includes all the functionality of the enterprise
edition plus includes features that meet the
needs of larger organizations. The premier
edition includes integrated performance
management functionality. With the open application programming interface (API), you
can integrate external productivity tools, such
as version control systems, into your testing
environment.

With the premier edition, QA administrators
can enforce standardized processes and best
practices across projects. Business analysts,
developers, and QA testers can share and reuse asset libraries across projects to reduce
duplication of effort. Developers can share insight into defects across projects to increase
efficiency and reduce risk. Release planners
and managers can aggregate quality metrics
across projects.

Discover the enterprise edition
Discover the premier edition
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Know how SAP Quality Center works
with other SAP solutions
Know how SAP Quality Center works with
other SAP solutions
Manage the application lifecycle

SAP Quality Center integrates closely with
your other SAP software, including the SAP
Solution Manager application management
solution and the SAP Test Acceleration and
Optimization application.

Automate business process testing
Increase efficiency, lower costs,
and mitigate risks

Improve application quality
through integration, reducing
manual process work.
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Manage the application lifecycle
Know how SAP Quality Center works with other
SAP solutions
Manage the application lifecycle
Automate business process testing

SAP Solution Manager can be configured to
include an adapter to SAP Quality Center,
enabling teams to speed up QA on software
projects. You can transfer business blueprints, defect information, and test assets
from SAP Solution Manager to SAP Quality
Center.

Working together, the solutions can help
improve software quality, minimize testing
costs, and reduce upgrade risks. The solutions provide comprehensive management of
business processes, include integration scenarios based on aligned roles, and allow the
exchange of key data.

Increase efficiency, lower costs,
and mitigate risks

See scenarios, processes, and
steps with SAP Quality Center
and share data easily with your
software quality testing team.
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Automate business process testing
Know how SAP Quality Center works with other
SAP solutions
Manage the application lifecycle
Automate business process testing
Increase efficiency, lower costs,
and mitigate risks

SAP Test Acceleration and Optimization
speeds business process tests by automatically generating test components for transactional processes taking place within GUIs.
Using this application in combination with
SAP Quality Center, you can compose and
execute automated business process tests in
SAP software development and test systems.
With SAP Test Acceleration and Optimization,
you can reduce the costs and risks of testing
SAP and non-SAP solutions by testing by
composition instead of manually. The application helps you reduce efforts for maintaining automated business process tests,

mitigate risks with better test coverage,
and increase your capacity to absorb and
manage change.
Built on the framework of SAP Quality Center,
SAP Test Acceleration and Optimization provides component extraction methodologies
and prebuilt SAP software navigation and
toolbar components.
You can quickly build SAP test components
with the batch engine. The application recognizes transaction codes, and a user interface
scanner can import custom configurations
and codes.

Let SAP help you test new applications, minimize
downtime, and keep moving forward.
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Increase efficiency, lower costs,
and mitigate risks
Know how SAP Quality Center works with other
SAP solutions
Manage the application lifecycle
Automate business process testing
Increase efficiency, lower costs,
and mitigate risks

SAP Quality Center provides a consistent, repeatable process for all stages of application
quality management. You can boost efficiency
with support of the entire quality process. The
Web-based console lets business users perform requirements management; test planning, building, scheduling, and execution;
defect management; and project status
analysis.
You can increase testing accuracy thanks to
traceability functions that allow teams to
compare application requirements to assets
and defects. You can create a comprehensive

quality management infrastructure through
integration with a wide range of third-party
applications.
You can save time by accelerating testing cycles and running tests automatically and unattended, 24x7. Improve decision making with
continuously available data displayed on integrated graphs that can illustrate any aspect
of the testing process. Better align quality
practices with business goals and strategy.
And reduce the cost of delivering new applications and services into production by automating, controlling, and enforcing quality
standards.

Align QA processes with business goals to keep the
business moving forward.
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Summary
With the SAP® Quality Center application by
HP, you can take a disciplined approach to
testing with tools and technologies that help
quality teams organize activities and find
problems before they reach production. A
single Web-based interface facilitates requirements management, test planning, test
scheduling and execution, defects management, and project analysis. You can increase
testing efficiency and accuracy, lower costs,
and be sure that your applications deliver
business results.
Objectives
•• Reduce IT backlog
•• Lower development costs of finding
and fixing bugs
•• Minimize need for development patches
•• Improve quality in production applications
•• Align quality practices and business goals

Quick Facts

Solution
•• Functional test automation to help
ensure that applications meet
business expectations
•• Quality management to manage the
test process
•• Business process testing with userfriendly functionality
•• Communication dashboard allowing
timely project status information
Benefits
•• Increased quality process efficiency
through a single Web-based console
•• Improved testing accuracy with
traceability functions
•• Integrated third-party applications for a
comprehensive quality management
infrastructure
•• Accelerated test cycles
•• Improved decision making with
constant data visibility
Learn more
Contact your SAP representative or visit us
online at www.sap.com/solutions
/solutionextensions/qualitycenter.
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